
 

Park Community Academy 

Class 2G        Monster Mayhem!     Summer Term Home Learning Activities   SET 9 

If you want to share what you've been doing with 
your teacher you can send them a photo, video 
or write to them at 2g@park.blackpool.sch.uk 

Don’t forget to use your: RMeasimaths       
Bug Club 
White Rose   Education  City 
Frog Play 

                                  Literacy 
 

● The Monster Surprise!  
 

 
 

● How would you describe the monster? We 
use adjectives to describe. You could 
describe his appearance and his personality. 
Check your emails for the writing frame to 
help you. Can you think of any other 
adjectives?  

 
● Now have a go at drawing your own 

monster. Use describing words to tell an 

adult what your monster is like. Check mine!  

●  

Understanding the World 

 
● Imagine the monster from the story is 

coming for tea! What do you think the 
monster would like to eat? To make him 
feel welcome, design a meal or a sweet 
treat for the monster! 
https://www.abcya.com/games/categor
y/food 

● https://classroom.thenational.academy/l
essons/setting-the-table/activities/1 

● Now think about what you would need 
to lay the table. What will you need? 
How many of each item will you need? 
Send us a photo of your table all laid 
ready for tea!    

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxg
W28Jgxb0&list=PLb3sLwlv6YgIvj2YBO23f
LwGKIGH6MQCr&index=181 Here is a 
clip from Monsters Inc when the 
characters first meet. How would you 
greet the monster who comes for tea? 
Practise having a conversation with 
someone in your family! 
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Maths 
 

Shape 
● Not all monsters are symmetrical like 

humans! Have a go at seeing if you can 
make these monsters symmetrical this 
means making them look the same on 
the other side. If you have a mirror this 
will help you! 

 
 

 
● Join the monsters in the mansion to practise 

your addition, subtraction, multiplication 
and division. Solve the calculations and 
match it to the answer! 
https://www.abcya.com/games/math_matc
h 

 
 

Physical Development 
 
● See these monster moves based on the 

story ‘Monsters inc’.  

See trailer to the film here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CG
bgaHoapFM 
  

● Scary feet - lift foot off the floor, replace it 

then lift other foot off the floor etc as 

quickly as possible 

● Bunk bed scare - on tip toes , arms up, 

fingers clawed roar loudly. 

● The kids awake - lie down and be still and 

silent. 

● Monster walk - take big strides, growling 

and waving arms. 

● Monster run - run as quickly as possible, 

waving arms and hissing loudly. 

 

Ask an adult to call each move out loud, can you 
remember what to do.  

 

 
 

● Can you join in the freeze dance with 

these furry monsters?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2U
cZWXvgMZE 
 

● Can you join in this spooky yoga 

workout? Let's get spooky and score 

some magic yoga points with 5 minutes 

of monster game-style yoga! This is 

Cosmic Kids SUPER YOGA - the Spooky 

Spectacular! Shake your bones! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yt-

dk7aQhPs 
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Expressive Arts and Design 
 

 
 

● Recycle your old toilet rolls and reinvent 
them into monster characters using 
paint, googly eyes and pipe cleaners.  

 
● Monster mark making! Can you 

remember the names of different 
patterns? Stripy, spotty, zig-zag, spiral, 
checked. Use the monster outlines to 
practice filling the space with different 
patterns to make the monster look more 
scary or friendly! 

 

 
 

● These monster rocks look fantastic, get 

yourself a rock paint it with bright 

colours and add some googly eyes and 

draw on a mouth.   

 

Personal, Social and 
                    Emotional Development 
 

● Reflection is a really good way of 
recognising how we have grown and 
progressed. As we come to the end of 
the year, think about what you can do 
now that you couldn't do at the start of 
the year. You can discuss this, draw 
pictures or use these choice cards to 
select the skills you have learned in 
order to be independent. What would 
you like to get better at? 

 

 
 

● Fine motor is a brilliant way to support your 

hand and eye coordination. Get yourself 

some pegs add some googly eyes and get 

yourself some monster food (pom poms and 

pipe cleaners) can you match the monsters 

to the correct colour food! Have a try!  

 

 


